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To Richard
You lived your life to share your joy

Of helping others find
Old sharks’ teeth, bones, and fossils

Buried in the Belgrade mine.
You bought the shovels, made the screens,

And showed us where to dig
As we climbed up and down the slopes

In search of something big.
But sometimes it’s the smaller teeth

That are the rarest kind,
And you were happy for us all

No matter what the find.
Your energy was boundless,

And each week would find you there
Hunting fossils to exhibit

or to give away and share.
You led many tens of thousands

into this quarry place:
School groups, Boy Scouts, and others,

Marines from the nearby base.
You made tables and brought umbrellas,

And fixed a place to eat;
With our friends and Fossil Club members,

We’d have a picnic treat.
Your enthusiasm was contagious,

And it was plain to see
That some had come for fossils

Or just to share your company.
And sometimes you’d search at Onslow Beach,

Or teach the kids at school,
But first, breakfast with fresh donuts

And hot coffee was the rule.
If there are fossils up in heaven,

And places to explore,
I’m sure you’ll join the hunt with friends

Who’ve passed this way before.
You’re probably surrounded by children

Drawn to your smiling face,
Helping them spot things with your keen eyes,

And keeping up the pace.
You’ll always be in our memories -

You left us much too soon.
But you’re in a place now safe and sound

Since the tenth of June.

And, Richard, you’ll be greatly missed
By all those whose lives you touched,

For you’ll always be remembered
And loved so very much.

Trish Kohler

Richard Tellekamp (1931-2003)
Former NCFC President and long time Board member, 

Richard Tellekamp passed away on June 10, 2003 after a brief 
but valiant battle with lung cancer. Richard, best known for 
his Belgrade Quarry student outreach program and “fossil 
adventures”, devoted much of his time to these and other 
activities promoting both the North Carolina Fossil Club and 
the fossil hobby in general. Richard was our main recruiter and 
is undoubtedly responsible for adding more members to this 
organization than anyone else.

His friendly demeanor and infectious enthusiasm inspired 
those around him, particularly fellow marines and their families, 



to become actively interested in our hobby. His mini fairs at the 
Camp Lejeune library and his many presentations to civic and 
educational organizations brought earth history and the fossil 
hobby to groups that would not otherwise be served. His activities 
were greatly appreciated by the local community and were the 
subject of feature articles in local papers.

Those of us who regularly assisted Richard and knew him 
well marveled at his patience and extraordinary ability to inspire 
interest in children. We expect that many of them will become the 
next generation of “amateur paleontologists”.

On a personal level I, along with his many friends, his wife 
Suzanne, son Mike, daughter-in-law Pam and the rest of his 
family, will greatly miss Richard and mourn his loss. He was an 
admirable and unique individual and a role model who will be 
impossible to replace.

At his family’s request, a scholarship fund has been set up in 
his memory. Please send contributions to the “Richard Tellekamp 
Scholarship Fund” c/o NCFC, PO Box 13075, Research Triangle 
Park, NC  27709.

I have spoken with the base librarian about continuing his 
mini fairs and other related activities as a way to honor his 
memory. Hopefully other members will join me in this effort.

Rich Olsen

A LIFE OF DEVOTION TO PAST AND FUTURE
Tall, thin and balding, Richard Tellekamp looked exactly like 

what he was - someone’s grandfather.
Tellekamp blended in well with the rest of his peers - retired 

Marines who’d chosen Onslow County as their post-service 
home. But anyone with the notion that there wasn’t something 
special about Tellekamp obviously didn’t know him. His waters 
were not still, but they ran deep.

Tellekamp spent part of his life as an amateur fossil hunter, 
questing for traces of the past. A man content to dig in the dirt 
all day in hopes of turning up a bone or a tooth or some relic 
from millions of years ago, Tellekamp actively participated in 
organizations devoted to the collection and exhibition of fossils.

Jamming a hat on his head and settling into the hot, Carolina 
sun was a treasured ritual for him. Tellekamp considered every 
foray an adventure waiting to happen.

But there was another side to Tellekamp that wasn’t as dry and 
dusty as his fossil hunting, and that was the man who regularly 
loaded up his enormous collection, carried it to Onslow County 
schools and shared it with awestruck students. (One teacher’s 
tribute to Tellekamp can be found in the letters column today.)

The kids would pelt the retired Marine with questions, 
fascinated by the gigantic fossils - bones from whales and sharks 
- as well as the smaller ones from tiny horses and creatures whose 
span of time on Earth ended many centuries ago.

Tellekamp enjoyed regaling the kids with stories about the 
animals that left their mark on the world and vanished, only to 
surface as fossils. He’d set up a table or two and place parts of his 
collection upon it, then encourage the kids to talk about what they 
saw.

Tellekamp drew “oohs” and “ahs” with his descriptions of 
whales bigger than multiple school buses laid end-to-end. He 
showed them wicked shark’s teeth and described creatures long 
extinct living in the same world in which the kids today live. He 
told them how this part of North Carolina was once submerged 
and freely encouraged them to let their imaginations take them 
back into a time when fast food meant the animal that wasn’t fast 
enough became another creature’s food.

Tellekamp also spearheaded fossil-hunting expeditions and 
took part in educating the public about his passion. He genuinely 
enjoyed sharing his collection and storehouse of knowledge with 
others.

What did he get out of it personally? No money. No fame. It 
took lots of hard work, hauling his huge collection of fossils from 
place to place. And lots of time spent setting them up for others 
to enjoy. Tellekamp’s passion wasn’t personally profitable, but he 
spread untold wealth everywhere he went with his traveling show.

He was a kind man who understood how to inspire kids. A 
few years back, at one of the fossil exhibits, a large, old fossil 
was given away as a door prize. One 7-year-old registered 
for the prize and spent most of the afternoon hanging around 
Tellekamp, waiting for the winner to be announced. When the 
young boy didn’t win, the former Marine, taking in the child’s 
disappointment, dug into his own storehouse of fossils and 
handed him a large shark’s tooth.

Tellekamp told him the tooth was 13-million years old, a 
number so vast most can’t comprehend it. The thoughtful 
gift made the child’s day, but the gesture wasn’t unusual for 
Tellekamp. He was just that kind of guy.

Most adults possess the potential to make a difference. They 
might not write great literature, touch the moon or walk with 
presidents, but they are capable of influencing the lives of others 
in positive and lasting ways. By leading youngsters to worlds 
far beyond their front doors, they cast their own shadows over 
tomorrow.

Richard Tellekamp understood this. During his lifetime, he 
extended his hand many times, mostly to children. Because of 
that, his shadow still lingers in the halls of schools right here in 
Onslow County, silently encouraging curiosity, adventure and the 
thirst for knowledge. He will be missed.

The Daily News, Jacksonville, NC, June 18, 2003. Reprinted 
with the permission of Madison Taylor, Managing Editor.



Terry Cirrincione
Terry Cirrincione passed away from complications of both 

asthma and cardiovascular related congestive heart failure on 
the 27th of June 2003. She was a long time member of the 
American Fossil Federation (AFF) and numerous other fossil and 
mineral clubs. Her funeral was at the Holy Redeemer Church in 
Kensington. I grew up in the same neighborhood with Terry, Joey 
and her two daughters, and her fine husband. They were very 
close and mom was adored by all. Terry was a special person 
to me in many ways a mom and aunt figure who commanded 
respect and at the same time had such a great outlook on life. 
Terry was an adjunct professor at Montgomery college teaching 
English, business math, computer science and other specialties, 
I took a remedial English class from her and she worked with 
me, knowing that I spoke 6 languages and English was the 
worst for me, especially written. I guess that is the dyslexic 
part of me. Because of her I have published in numerous peer 
reviewed journals on Toxicology and Environmental Health. 
Also recently with her support and encouragement a chapter was 
written in a Chemical & Rubber Corporation text on Alternative 
to Animal Testing in the 21st century. Terry was always up-beat 
and made arrangements for numerous trips. She was a tough one 
with details and some of the times I had to moderate her with 
compassion and respect. She was the recipient of many rewards 
associated with fossil and mineral collecting and had extremely 
high ethics when it came to every aspect of her life, including 
her field work. Terry was also a literary critic and produced many 
poems that were published. Richard Tellekamp was always happy 
to hear from her when making arrangements to the Belgrade 
Quarry. We all collected a number of times and the chemistry was 
great. I still can’t fathom that these two great people are at rest 
but at the same time they do not suffer the pains and disability 
of a body which indicates that they want sleep and release from 
our confines here on earth. As a Lithuanian I celebrate their 
greatness and impact on many people from the young ones 
through adults but I also feel they are in a place of complete rest 
and harmony and wandering the places they want and choose to 
go to. The deity gives us people like this in small numbers and 
being somewhat selfish I feel they should have stayed longer but 
not in physical torment. We all ask for their peace and happiness. 
Remember there only a few people in our lives who have such 
impact and they make us appreciate the beauty of this planet and 
its resources.  George Charles Fonger, 

Vice President, American Fossil Federation and Member 
of the North Carolina Fossil Club, who together with talented 
individuals make paleontology fun and available to all.

Frank Hyne
Frank broke his hip recently and is awaiting surgery. While he 

is probably too ill for a visit, cards would be welcome:

Frank Hyne, 2942 Ruth Drive, Greenville, NC  27858

July Meeting
The next meeting of the NC Fossil Club will be at 1:30 on 
Sunday, July 20 in the A-level classroom at the NC Museum 
of Natural Sciences (on E. Jones Street in downtown Raleigh). 
The speaker will be Mike Hogan: “Cow Sharks Revisited, Once 
Again: A Fossilized Collector in Search of Fossilized Teeth.”

FOSSIL HUNTING IN TEXAS
We landed at DFW just after a bad rain storm, complete with 

hail. After getting our bags, we called Richard Benefield to let 
him know we were in and to arrange a meeting spot. After hellos, 
we got our rental mini-van and then went to lunch. Soon we were 
on our way to Oliver Creek. We met some members from the 
D.P.S. and got down to the creek. Roger and Linda Farish hosted 
the hunt and were very helpful and generous with “finds”! We 
found; Oxytropidoceras, an ammonite, Heteraster & Hemiaster 
echinoids and Texigryphea, “Devils Toenail” oysters.

Saturday, we collected Upper Cretaceous shark teeth in the bed 
of Moss Creek. We then went on to the N. Sulphur River, both 
areas around Sherman, Texas. Ed and Cathy Swiatovy met us 
there and they too, were very helpful and generous with “finds”! 
We found: Exogyra ponderosa, a massive “Devil’s Toenail” 
oyster; fragments of nautiloids and ammonites and Baculites.

Sunday we went to Lake Texoma. Before the rain came, 
we were finding Kingene wacoensis, a brachiopod, and 
Plesioturrilites brazoensis, a warty, conical, coiled ammonite. 
Our next stop was Post Oak Creek, not far from our motel. Here 
we found lower Cretaceous shark teeth, including Ptychodus 
whipplei and Cretolamna.

On Monday we made a short stop at Benbrook Dam Spillway 
before going to the airport. We found pieces of ammonites, some 
echinoids and pelecypods and gastropods.

We all found many good fossils to add to our collections. Some 



notable finds:

James Bain: Bison horn tip.
Jeff Cohn: Pleistocene horse tooth, microammonites.
Mike Malaska: Heart urchin, marine snail ( Gastro the Pod)
Carolynne & Scott Hertenstein: Ptychodus shark teeth

Many thanks to Richard Olsen for all his help in planning this 
trip and to all the wonderful people we met who helped make the 
trip successful. We all had such a good time, we’d like to do it 
again!!    Carolynne Hertenstein

The President’s Column
Summer is fast approaching and my interests turn toward 

fishing-way too hot for the quarries. Its a good time for reflection! 
Thanks to all the trip leaders for a great spring season! Successful 
trips to Florida and Texas certainly enhanced our itinerary. Even 
Rocky Point yield some treasures to the “usual suspects” (Cindy 
and Bobby). As was hoped, people are stepping forward with 
new ideas and, more importantly, volunteering to organize these 
trips. Trips to upstate New York (Jeff Cohn, Joe Sullivan) and 
the Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana areas are in the planning stages for 
fall and spring. There is also some movement on Cretaceous 
collecting sites in state-more on that later.

Thanks also to Aurora Festival participants and helpers. One of 
the best ever despite the weather! The auction raised $7500 for 
the museum. Vince’s dinosaur was a huge success!

The new nominating committee will be formed at the July 
meeting. If you are willing to serve, please let me know by phone 
or email. Of more importance, we need volunteers willing to 
serve as 2004 officers. We will continue with the VP handling 
field trips and will again have a program chairman (volunteer, not 
elected) to make the President’s job manageable. Please step up 
and give your time! It is not easy, but it is necessary. New ideas 
and different perspectives are the fuel for meaningful growth and 
a healthy organization. If you have questions about serving, give 
me a call.    Rich Olsen

Trip Reports
A total of sixteen members of NCFC on March 27, 2003, 

gathered at the Martin Marietta Quarry at Castle Hayne for 
a day of fossil hunting. After we all signed in we headed for the 
hunting area. It was a beautiful day and the weather was perfect 
-- unlike our fall 2002 trip with the temperature in the upper 90’s. 
Following is some of the finds reported or observed.

Rich Olsen had a 11⁄4" auriculatus, an Ischyrhiza mira (the 
Cretaceous sawfish) rostral tooth and a Pristis lathami (the 

Eocene sawfish) rostral tooth. Clay Creswell reported a juvenile 
auriculatus. Marshall Huey had a beautiful Hexanchus agassizi 
lower -- too bad it was missing all its root. Joy Pierce - it 
certainly was nice that Joy could again be with us at Castle 
Hayne - she says she has been very busy at work and too much 
dating -- found a beautiful Alopias sp. Earl Guertin had a nice 
croc tooth. Scott Chapman had a nice Squalicorax pristodontus 
and David Wooten had a Pristis lathami sawfish rostral tooth. 
Eric Sadorf and Joann Dubrock reported lots of echnoids. I found 
one nice 1" auriculatus and several that were broken. 

Earl Guertin e-mailed me that he returned the next day and was 
rewarded with a near perfect Zygorhiza kochii premolar tooth 
– way to go Earl!   John Everette

Thirteen members of the NCFC gathered at the Martin 
Marietta Quarry at Rocky Point on April 24, 2003, for a great 
day to be away from it all for fossil hunting. After signing in and 
filling out the release forms we headed for the designated parking 
area. The weather couldn’t have been nicer and we all took off 
for our favorite hunting places. Following is some of the finds 
reported or observed.

Rich Olsen had a nice Abdounia recticona and various 
echinoids. Bobby Tant found a perfect beautiful steel gray 
21⁄4” auriculatus - Bobby said it was like a spell had been 
lifted. Cindy Muston had a Linthia wilmingtonensis, 23⁄4” near 
perfect auriculatus – one cusp missing and an Eutrephoceras 
carolinensis. Scott Chapman found what would have been a 4” 
auriculatus that had heavy damage – what a shame this tooth 
couldn’t have been found in great shape. Trish Kohler had a nice 
assortment of fossils - Cylindracanthus, Abdounia recticona, 
Isurus praecursor, Hardouinia mortonis and a nice Maretia 
subrostrata. Kevin O’Grady reported lots of echinoids. The 
Peterson’s, new members that are interested in echinoids drove 
up from Florida and stated that they found quite a variety of 
echinoids and were quite satisfied with their finds. The writer was 
very happy with his complete Hexanchus agassizi.

After returning to the parking area around 4:45 some of us that 
were still there meet at the Recreation area to see other’s finds 
and for identification. Some of us then went for seafood – not a 
bad day at all.    John Everette

The trip to Green’s Mill Run began with some anxious fossil 
collectors gathering in the Elm Street Park parking lot. We were 
a little concerned about the water levels due to the fact that 
eastern Carolina has been plagued with rainfall on and off for 
the past couple of months. As we assembled in the parking lot, 
chatting about what the day might bring, Eric Sadorf had already 
checked the creek levels and informed us that it looked good. We 
all gave a sigh of relief. We then began our trek to the Jasmine 
park entrance of the creek. Needless to say a few passers-by did 
a double take and gave us puzzling looks. I guess seeing close 
to twenty people with screens, shovels, waders (and one screen-
enclosed wagon on wheels) on a Sunday morning would make 
even me wonder what was going on. Anyway, we all got into the 
creek and began our searching for that “honey-spot” loaded with 
fossils.

Here’s a breakdown of the day’s finds:

Marshall Huey-Two 2" C. carcharias, a nice Squalicorax
Darla Liles-various teeth
Matt Elton-11⁄2" carcharias



Terry Denny- a couple nice shells, various small teeth
Colon Roberts and wife Barbara- 2" carcharias, small 

carcharias, and a nice croc tooth
Brent McGuirt- 3" complete Meg (river worn) and various 

small teeth
John Steffenson- Some nice Squalicorax and small carcharias
Rich Olsen- 2" carcharias, a very nice whale bulla, and various 

small teeth
Jo and John Belfoire- 21⁄2" Mako, Squalicorax, tigers, small 

carcharias teeth, and belemnites
Eric Sadorf- small carcharias, a nice Ischyrhiza mira, and a 

few Squalicorax
Scott Chapman-11⁄2" carcharias
Rick Bennett- large Squalicorax, and wallet with license and 

library card but no cash, sorry about your luck Rick
Kevin O’Grady and family- various teeth and numerous bone 

fragments
Cindy (Me) - Sting ray dermal scute, large Squalicorax, large 

tiger, and belemnites
Bobby – An unidentified whale tooth, various carcharias, 

Squalicorax and other small teeth. 
All in all, the trip was a good one even though the find of the 

day eluded all of us; everyone seemed to have a great time on this 
trip. Bobby and I had a really wonderful time leading this trip, it 
was a pleasure to spend the day and dig with everyone. As for the 
first timers, Brent McGuirt, Jo and John Belfoire, Kevin O’Grady 
and family, we hope you guys had a great time and will come out 
and spend the day with us at Green’s Mill Run this fall. Until then 
be safe and happy fossil-hunting!  Cindy Muston

The North Carolina Museum of Life and Science 
in Durham, NC will sponsor a dinosaur exhibit from Sept 27, 
2003 through Jan 5, 2004. In conjunction with this exhibit, we 
will bring in a pile of fossil dirt from Aurora for visitors to dig 
through. We are hoping that members of the NC Fossil Club will 
train museum staff to identify fossils likely to be found in this 
dirt. In addition, we are hoping that NC Fossil Club Members 
will volunteer to interact with Museum visitors and help them 
identify samples they find in the dirt pile. If Fossil Club Members 
are willing, they could also bring in fossils from their own 
collections to show Museum visitors. We could provide tables 
for their specimens, but we would need Fossil Club members to 
stay with their specimens at all times to protect them. It would 
be most helpful if you all could volunteer at the Museum during 
opening weekend (Sept 27-28, 2003), and around Thanksgiving 
(November 28-30, 2003), Christmas and New Years (December 
26-31, 2003). Of course, we’d love to have you all at the 
Museum every weekend that the exhibit is open, but these are our 
busiest times when the need is greatest. I realize that September 
seems a long way off now, but I wanted to make you aware of 
these coming events as soon as possible. Thank you for your 
consideration. My normal hours at the museum are Tuesday 
through Friday 10 am to 2 pm. 

Anne Baugh
Exhibits Research Specialist
NC MUSEUM LIFE AND SCIENCE
Ph: 919-220-5429 ext 370
E-mail: anne.baugh@ncmls.org 

Last Page
This is a real mystery. Resembling a very large thresher shark 

tooth, these occur in the Miocene and Pliocene deposits of South 
Carolina and Maryland and very rarely at the Lee Creek Mine, 
where this magnificent specimen was recently found by Pat 
Young. A very few of the South Carolina and Maryland speci-
mens are coarsely serrate; so far as I am aware, none of these 
have yet been found at Lee Creek. So what is it? My best guess: 
an aberrant Isurus hastalis tooth. This species is notorious for 
atypical teeth. Here is what Maurice Leriche, a famous palaeoich-
thyologist of the first half of the 20th Century had to say:

A l’exception de C. megalodon, aucun Squale ne présent non 
plus une synonymie aussi riche que celle l’O. hastalis. Non 
seulement les dents deux mâchoires ont été décrites sous des 
noms différeents, mais les dents des diverses parties d’une même 
mâchoire ont encore reçu des nomes distincts. De plus, les dents 
des individus de grand taille ont été séparées, sous des désigna-
tions différentes, des dents des individus de petite et de moyenne 
taille. (With the exception of C. megalodon, no shark has a syn-
onymy as rich as that of O. hastalis. Not only have the teeth of 
the two jaws been described under different names, but teeth of 
diverse parts of the same jaw have also received distinct names. 
Moreover, teeth of individuals of large size have been separated 
under different designations from teeth of individuals of small or 
average size.)

[O. hastalis = Oxyrhina hastalis, a junior synonym.]

It is well-known that Isurus teeth are sometimes serrated (one 
of the arguments supporting the Isurus-hastalis-as-ancestor-to-
Carcharodon-carcharias theory). Thus it would be consistent 
(with the theory Alopias grandis = Isurus hastalis) that an occa-
sional serrate specimen should be found. The irony is that Leriche 
named Alopias grandis!   Richard Chandler

Book Review
Sharks, Skates, and Rays of the Carolinas, Frank J. 
Schwartz, UNC Press, Chapel Hill (2003).

From the back cover: “This handy illustrated guide cov-
ers the ninety-one species of sharks, skates, and rays found 
in waters along the coasts of North Carolina and South 
Carolina. It will be an essential reference for shark enthusi-
asts, coastal residents, tourists, aquarium visitors, scientists, 
and anyone interested in these fascinating fishes.”

This is an accurate representation of the book’s contents. 
Each species’ description includes a careful line drawing 
(sometimes elaborately shaded), a list of distinguishing 
features, its color, size, distribution, and a list of references. 
There is also a collection of 16 color photographs, a set of 
dichotomous keys to aid identification, a glossary of techni-
cal terms, a list of references (20+ pages), and a thorough 
index (9 pages). While the species’ descriptions are very 
straightforward and to the point (“Just the facts, Ma’am.”), 
there is a very interesting and lively introduction of 28 
pages. At $11.17 from Amazon.com, we should all have a 
copy. Thanks to James Bain, I have mine.

Ricard Chandler



Tall Tales from the Trails, No. 2

Eocene Plant Fossils,
Stonerose Interpretive Center,

Republic, Washington
James R. Bain, Durham, NC

Summary:  Eocene plant fossils with excellent preservation.

Difficulty:  One on a scale of five.  Passenger cars can park 
at the small Boot Hill shale quarry, in the burgh of Republic.  The 
visitor center is nearby, and the staff enjoys working with kids.  
An activity booklet is available for children.  This shale splits 
easily, and is not especially sharp.  

Geology:  Middle Eocene Klondike Mountain Formation 
(upland lake sediments, rich in volcanic ash), deposited 
approximately 49 million years ago. 

Fossicking for fossils:  Stop at the Stonerose Center at 
15 North Kean Street, and purchase a daily pass ($2.50 for 
individuals, $5.00 per family).  They are open Tuesday to 
Saturday, May through October, and Sundays, mid-June to 
mid-September (www.stonerosefossil.org).  To find fossils, 
simply split the shale.  You will be allowed to keep three pieces 
per day.  Bring your own gear, or rent it for a nominal fee at 
the Stonerose Center.  On my next visit, I plan to take along a 
rubber mallet and half-inch cold chisel.  Show all finds to the 
Curator, Lisa Barksdale, who screens everything for scientific 
significance.  The Center reserves the right to retain specimens of 
special interest for their own collection or for the Burke Museum, 
University of Washington, Seattle. Coat your specimens with 
Butvar or a similar substance for protection and stabilization.

The tuffaceous shale was deposited in a warm, wet climate.  
Plant remains are abundant and highly diverse (Wolfe and Wehr 
1987).  Some species are known only from this site.  The three 
specimens I kept at the end of my visit contain fossils of at least 
six types of plants (see photos).  Insect damage on the Eocene 
plant fossils closely resembles that seen on modern plants.  
Fossilized fish and insects are sometimes found at Republic.  
For an overview of this impressive flora and fauna, view the 
interpretive displays in the Stonerose Center.  Note the affinities 
to East Asia.  After a century of digging, the Klondike Mountain 
Formation at Republic is still producing fossil organisms that are 
new to science.

Once you have learned to recognize the Klondike Mountain 
Formation, you will be prepared to explore for fossils in road cuts 
in Republic and away from paved roads  in the mountains north 
of town (see Fig. 1 in Wolfe and Wehr 1987).  The proposed 
Columbia Mountains National Monument, if approved, will place 
some of these lands off-limits to collecting.

Where to stay: Curlew Lake State Park is about 8 miles east 
and north of Republic.  Colville and Okanogan National Forests 
offer primitive campsites and camping at-large.  Republic has 
several motels.   

Navigation:  From Spokane, WA, on I-90, drive north on route 
395 to Kettle Falls.  Immediately after you cross the Columbia 
River, turn left on highway 20, and take 20 to Republic.  Expect 
the trip from Spokane to Republic to take 3 hours or so.

Literature cited:  

Wolfe, Jack A., and Wesley Wehr.  “Middle Eocene 
dicotyledonous plants from Republic, northeastern Washington.”  
U.S. Geological Society, Bulletin 1597, iv + 25 pages, 16 plates, 
1987, reprinted 1993.

Details from the three specimens that I kept (scale in 
millimeters).  Sequoia = redwood.  Pinus tetrafolia =  pine.  
Alnus parvifolia = alder.  Chamaecyparis = false cypress (might 
be the arborvitae, Thuja).  Jenkinsomeles = extinct member of the 
rose family.  Metasequoia = dawn redwood.  Comptonia = sweet 
fern.
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(ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER INDIVIDUAL (RENEWAL) $10.00   
  FOR THE INDICATED AMOUNT.) HOUSEHOLD (NEW) $25.00   

HOUSEHOLD (RENEWAL) $15.00  
Children of NCFC members who are dependent minors and living at home may accompany parents on any trip EXCEPT PCS–Lee Creek or where otherwise noted.  

Only 15 positions on the PCS–Lee Creek trip are available to members who reside outside of North Carolina.
Memberships are effective from January through December of the year (or portion of the year) of the date of application.  For example, persons joining in August will 

need to renew their membership 5 months later in January.

NCFC Liability Statement
The Undersigned hereby acknowledges his/her understanding that fossil collecting is an inherently dangerous activity which can result in serious bodily 

injury or death, and/or property damage and hereby confirms his/her voluntary assumption of the risk of such injury, death or damage.
The Undersigned, in return for the privilege of attending field trips Related to the collection of and/or study of fossils, or any other event or activity conducted 

or hosted by the North Carolina Fossil Club (NCFC), hereinafter collectively and individually referred to as “NCFC Events”, hereby releases the NCFC, NCFC 
Board members and officers, NCFC Event leaders or organizers and hosts, landowners and mine or quarry operators from any and all liability claims resulting 
from injury to or death of the undersigned or his/her minor children or damage to his/her property resulting from any cause whatsoever related to participation 
in NCFC Events.

The Undersigned agrees to comply with any and all rules and restrictions which may be communicated to the undersigned by the NCFC Event leader and/or 
landowner and mine or quarry operator and acknowledges that failure to comply will result in immediate expulsion from the premises.

The Undersigned acknowledges that this release covers all NCFC Events and will remain in effect at all times unless or until it is revoked by written notice 
to the current President of the NCFC and receipt of such revocation is acknowledged.

The Undersigned further attests to his/her intent to be legally bound by affixing his /her signature to this release.

Name        Signature        Date    

Name        Signature        Date    

MAIL TO:  NORTH CAROLINA FOSSIL CLUB, P.O. BOX 13075, RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC  27709



North Carolina Fossil Club
P.O. Box 13075
Research Triangle Park, NC  27709

“Alopias grandis”: See page 5.


